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ABSTRACT: Generalizing up the renowned Bernstein– Kushnirenko hypothesis, Khovansk˘ıi demonstrated in
1978 a combinatorial recipe for the number juggling variety of the compactification of a conventional
complete crossing point related to a group of grid polytopes. As of late, an undifferentiated from
combinatorial recipe, called the discrete blended volume, was acquainted by Bihan and appeared with be
nonnegative. By making a commentary of Khovansk˘ıi in his paper unequivocal, we translate this invariant
as the (motivic) number-crunching class of the non-minimal nonexclusive complete between areas related to
the group of cross section polytopes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The at this point traditional Bernstein– Kushnirenko hypothesis likewise called BKK hypothesis is a jewel
connecting arrangements of frameworks of polynomial conditions to the combinatory of cross section
polytopes [4]. It expresses that the quantity of regular arrangements in (ℂ∗ )𝑛to general conditions in n
factors is given by the blended volume of the related Newton polytopes.
The last can be figured as the rotating total of the quantity of cross section focuses in Murkowski entireties
of these k grid polytopes. On account of frameworks of k<n conditions in n factors the arrangement set is
required to be certain dimensional and thus a bigger number of invariants than simply the degree might be
applicable. It is a difficult and critical issue to relate these invariants to the related Newton polytopes.
As of late, there has been noteworthy advancement on the combinatorial side on account of k grid
polytopes𝑃1 ... 𝑃𝑘 ⊂ℝ𝑛 where k<n. For a lot of records I ⊆ [k] :={1, ..., k}we compose P_1for the Murkowski
whole

What's more, P∅:={0}. Behan[5] calls the substituting whole

the discrete blended volume of 𝑃1 , ..., 𝑃𝑘 and demonstrates that it is dependably non-negative. We comment
that for k=n this is absolutely the blended volume. All the more for the most part, the polynomial

is known as the blended Earhart polynomial[12]. We review that the Earhart polynomial of a cross section
polytypic P ⊂ Rnis given by her (P)(m) :=| m P ∩ ℤ𝑛 | for m ∈N. New work by Jochemko and Sanyal sums up
Bihan's inspiration from checking grid focuses to progressively broad valuations [14].
In this note, we elucidate the mathematical geometric importance of the items included, accordingly making
exact a reference of Khovansk li [16, p.41]. We check in Theorem1.6 that the discrete blended volume DMV
(𝑃1 , ..., 𝑃𝑘 ) =ME(𝑃1 , ..., 𝑃𝑘 ; 1) equals what we call, in the soul of [18], the thought process math class of a
general total crossing point in (C*)ncorresponding to 𝑃1 , ..., 𝑃𝑘 . For smooth projective assortments, this
motivic number juggling family practices to the standard number-crunching sort (see Remark1.4). In 1978
Khovansk˘ıi [16, Theorem1] demonstrated that in our setting the number juggling variety of a compactified
smooth total crossing point rises to ME (𝑃1 , ..., 𝑃𝑘 .; −1) up to a sign. In blend, these two outcomes might be
viewed as an intention correspondence hypothesis.
One can ask whether the thought process number-crunching family is non-negative for each smooth sub
assortment of the torus. The smoothness supposition is frequently basic, as it is appeared in [6] for the
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marked Euler trademark. Indeed the principle precedent in that paper gives additionally a guide to which
the rationale number-crunching sort is negative, see Example1.8.
Inspiration in arithmetical geometry is frequently a consequence of partner an invariant with a trademark
class of a positive pile, in this setting an unreasonable pile. Investigating this heading, as in [9, 10] would
premium and productive
1. Genus formulae for complete intersections
In this area, we set the documentation, express our fundamental outcome, and present some open inquiries.
1.1. Hodge–Deligne polynomials and the motive arithmetic genus
Give us a chance to review the definition and properties of Hodge– Deligne polynomials. We allude to [7] for
more subtleties.
Given a semi projective assortment Y overC, the co homology with conservative backings 𝐻𝑐𝑘 (Y, ℚ)
⊗ℂ conveys a characteristic blended Hodge structure[8]. The component of the (p, q)- piece is meant by
ℎ𝑝,𝑞 (𝐻𝑐𝑘 (Y)) offering ascend to the (p, q) Euler trademark

On the off chance that Y is smooth and projective, the Hodge structure is unadulterated so we just have one
summand, , 𝑒𝑝 ,𝑞 (𝑌) =(−1)𝑝+𝑞 ℎ𝑝,𝑞 (Y), the standard Hodge number. The creating capacity for these numbers

Is the Hodge– Deligne polynomial (or E-polynomial).
All we have to think about these polynomial invariants is that they carry on pleasantly under stratifications.
Hypothesis 1.1. The invariant E factors through the Grothendieck ring, i.e.,
(1) E({point}) =1,

It pursues that E carries on multiplicatively on lie proportions.
Culmination 1.2. In the event that π:Y→Xis Zariski-locally inconsequential with fiber F, at that point
E(Y) = E(X) ∙ E(F).
Precedent 1.3. Let Σ be a finished fan in Rnwith𝑓𝑑 (Σ) cones of measurement dfor d =0... n. We can register the
E-polynomial for the toric assortment X (Σ) from the f-vector as pursues.

Utilizing the stratification of the toric assortment X (Σ) by tori, we get

Comment 1.4. In the conventional circumstance of a nonsingular projective assortment X, we utilize the
term number juggling sort rather than thought process number-crunching family. We comment that
Khovansk˘ıi utilizes in [16]the term 'number juggling variety's for E(X; 0, 1)while it alludes
to(−1)dim (𝑋) (E(X; 0, 1) −1) in Hartshorne[13, III, Ex.5.3]. We lean toward the above definition as it will fit
pleasantly to the combinatorial thought. See that by utilizing the birational invariance of the math variety,
Khovansk˘ıi characterizes in [16] even the number juggling family of non-minimized assortments as the
number-crunching sort of a few/any smooth projective com-assuagement.
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Our setup
Let 𝑃1 , ..., 𝑃𝑘 ⊂ℝ𝑛 be cross section polytopes, where we don't force any extra limitations on their
measurements. Let 𝑓1, ..., 𝑓𝑘 ∈ℂ[𝑋1, ..., 𝑋𝑛 ] be a nonexclusive k-tuple of Laurent polynomials with Newton
polytopes 𝑃1 , ..., 𝑃𝑘 , individually. At that point we signify by Y the related total convergence in (C*) n of
measurement n – r characterized by 𝑓1=···=fk=0 We pick a compactification Y ̅in a nonsingular projective
toric assortment with the end goal that 𝑌 𝑖𝑠 nonsingular and meets all torus circles transversally.
In the least complex model k=1, n =2, of a solitary polynomial in two factors, 𝑌will be a smooth bend of g=
(𝑃) ∩ ℤ2 so that E (𝑌) =𝜇 𝜗−g (𝜇 +𝜗) +1while Y has b =| ∂ P∩ℤ2 |points removed, so that E(Y) =𝜇 𝜗−g(𝜇 +𝜗)
−(b −1).
The principle result
Give us a chance to review Khovansk˘ıi equation for the number juggling family of
. Y ̅Here, relint (P)
indicates the overall inside of a polytope P. Review that we conceded to 𝑃𝜙 ={0}so that | relint (𝑃𝜙 ) ∩ℤ𝑛 | =1.
Theorem 1.5(Khovansk˘ıi[16]). In the documentation of Section1.2, for Y ≠∅,

We comment that none of the invariants invariants (−1 E (𝑌 ; 0, 1), (−1)condim (Y)E (𝑌 ; 0, 1) or E (𝑌 ; 0, 1) or
E (Y); 0, 1) are essentially nonnegative. This can be seen by considering P_1with ver-tices (0, 0, 0), (a, 0, 0),
(0, a, 0), and P2with vertices (0, 0, 0), (0, 0, b) for appropriately picked a, b ∈ Z>0.
As Khovansk˘ıi showed in the commentary on p.41 of [16], there is a comparing result in the non-minimal
circumstance. Here, for𝛽𝜖ℤ𝐼≥0,we characterize|β|:= 𝑖∈𝐼 𝛽𝑖 . Moreover, we set ℤ𝜃 :={ 0}.
Hypothesis 1.6. In the documentation of Subsection1.2

Corollary 1.7.The motivic number juggling class of a conventional complete convergence in the logarithmic
torus related to a group of cross section polytopes is nonnegative. The nonexclusive complete crossing point
is non-void if and just if the motivic number-crunching variety is certain.
Verification. Nonnegativity of the discrete blended volume is the focal outcome in [5]. It stays to
demonstrate the second articulation. In Theorem3.17 of [14]it is demonstrated that the discrete blended
volume of 𝑃1 , ..., 𝑃𝑘 is positive if and just if there are straightly autonomous portions 𝑆1 ⊆𝑃1 , ..., 𝑆𝑘 ⊆𝑃𝑘 _kwith
vertices in Zn. By the verification of Lemma5.1.9 in [17] this is proportionate to of 𝑃1 , ..., 𝑃𝑘 satisfying the '1freedom' condition in Definition3.1 in [2].
Theorem3.3 in [2] yields that this condition is equal to the no vacancy of the total convergence.
Specifically, the established number juggling class (−1)dim Y (𝑒0,+ 𝑌 − 1))is nonnegative if Y ≠∅. Notice
that the above outcome depends vigorously on the smoothness presumption as the accompanying model
shows.
Model 1.8 ([6]). The relative assortment U= {(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑤) ∈(ℂ∗ )4| 𝑤 + 𝑦 = 𝑦 + 𝑧 = 1}is a plane with four lines
evacuated whose double diagram is a four cycle. Henceforth,
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so the thought process math family assesses to (9-n )/2which is negative for odd n ≥11. The topological
3−𝑛
Euler trademark E (𝑈𝑛 ; 1, 1) =
already turns out negative for odd n ≥5.
2

Our evidence of Theorem1.6 pursues legitimately the thoughts delineated in [7]. In this major paper, a
recipe for the xy-trademark was given on account of Y being a hyper surface and a calculation on the best
way to sum up from hyper surfaces to finish crossing points was portrayed (see [15]for related late work on
account of complete convergences in round assortments). Let us additionally comment that a total recipe for
the Hodge– Deligne polynomial of Yin the instance of a hyper surface was given in [1, Theorem3.24].
II. PROOF OF THEOREM1.6
a. Earhart Theory
Given a cross section polytopeP⊂ℝ𝑛 , the Earhart polynomial of P is given by her p (k) :=| k P∩ℝ𝑛 , | for
k∈ℤ≥0 .. The Earhart producing capacity is of the structure

We state for cross section polytopes P, Q ⊂ ℝ𝑛 that Pis a grid pyramid over Q if there is a relative direct
change of Rn objectively mapping Zn on to Zn with the end goal that Q is mapped onto Q ⊂ ℝ𝑛 −1×{0}
⊂ ℝ𝑛 and P is mapped onto the curved structure of Q and (0, ..., 0, 1). The h* coefficients are invariant under
grid pyramid developments. 𝑃1 , ..., 𝑃𝑘 be given as in Subsection1.2. For I⊆[k]we define the Cayley polytope

With this documentation we can figure the Earhart polynomial of CIas pursues.
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Some Binomial Identities

A Unique Case
The accompanying outcome is the key circumstance in the evidence of Theorem1.6.
Lemma 2.1. Let P⊂Rd be a grid pyramid over a cross section polytope ∅ = Q ⊂ Rdwe mean by Z⊂(ℂ∗ )𝑑 the
conventional hyper surface related to P. At that point

Evidence. Let diminish (P) =d −c, so diminish (Q) =d −1 −c. As Z is nonexclusive, up to isomorphism we can
expect that Z=Z’ × (ℂ∗ )𝑐for Z’ ⊂(ℂ∗ )𝑑−𝑐conventional hyper surface related to P⊂ℝ𝑑−𝑐 . Therefore, E(Z; 𝜇, 𝜗)
=E(Z’ ; 𝜇, 𝜗)(𝜇, 𝜗 −1)c. This infers

d. Verification of Theorem1.6
We pursue the strategy depicted in [7, 6.2] on the best way to decrease the calculation of the Hodge– Deligne
polynomials from the total convergence case to that of a hyper surface (additionally called the Cayley trap).
Let 𝑍 ⊂ (ℂ∗ )𝑛 × ℂ𝑘 be the hypersurface of F=1 + 𝑦𝑖 𝑓𝑖 𝜖 ℂ[𝑥1 , ..., 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦1 , ..., 𝑦𝑘 ]. As 𝑍→(ℂ∗ )𝑛\Yis a bundle
with fiber ℂ𝑘−1 over (ℂ∗ )𝑛 \Y, we get from Corollary1.2
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For I ≠∅, by development, Ztis the nonexclusive hyper surface in (ℂ∗ )𝑛+|𝐼|associated to a grid pyramid over
the Cayley polytope Ct≠ ∅. Presently, we are in the uncommon instance of Lemma2.1. Thus, we get for I ≠ ∅

Subsequently, from this condition together with (6) and (7), we see that

Here, expression1can be changed as

Which gets improved by binomial articulation (4) to?

It stays to consider expression2. By (2)it assesses to

Give us a chance to characterize ta:=| suppα|. By presenting the tallying variable s =|I\suppα|, the past
articulation moves toward becoming

Binomial
personality
(4)
demonstrates
that
the
whole
in
𝑛 +𝑡 𝑎
𝑘−𝑡 𝑎
to(−1)
.Consequently, we can change the past articulation as
𝑝 +𝑡 −|𝑎|

the

sections

assesses

𝑎
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Composing α as the trademark vector of its help in addition to a vector β reformulates expression2as

At last, stopping (9) and (10) into (8) and some improvement yields

III. OPEN QUESTIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Here we list various fascinating inquiries which stay open.
It pursues from the monotonicity of the discrete blended volume demonstrated in [14] that the intentions
number juggling class isn't just nonnegative yet even monotone as for consideration of th e picked Newton
polytope. While all in all non-antagonism obviously comes up short for the higher thought processes
number juggling class (−1)dim (𝑌) 𝑒𝑝 ,+ (𝑌)as one sees from Example1.10, could monotonicity still be valid at
any rate when all included polytope are full-dimensional? In the full-dimensional case this pursues for
k=1from [7, 4.6].
0
𝑒 𝑝 ,+ (𝑌) is when all is said in done not a birational invariant, as ℎ𝑝, (𝑌) are birational invariants, while the
other Hodge numbers are generally not? Subsequently, we shouldn't hope to discover a recipe for it simply
regarding the cross section polytopeP1... Pk. Notwithstanding, the accompanying inquiry remains. What
does the 'complementary'?

Compute?
Give us a chance to mean for a polytope P⊂Rn by relin tn(P)the inside of P if P has measurement n and the
vacant set generally. Bihan demonstrated in [5, Theorem4.15 (4)] that

Is dependably non-negative. Is there a polynomial math geometric elucidation for this equation? For the
situation diminish (Pi) = n for all I ∈ [k], this is absolutely the geometric variety of Y ̃ (up to a +1in the
instance of diminish (Y )̃ = 0)
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